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Abstract—Abstractive text summarization is the task of gen-
erating meaningful summary from a given document (short or
long). This is a very challenging task for longer documents, since
they suffer from repetitions (redundancy) when the given docu-
ment is long and the generated summary should contain multi-
sentences. In this paper we present an approach for applying
generative adversarial networks in abstractive text summariza-
tion tasks with a novel time-decay attention mechanism. The
data generator is modeled as a stochastic policy in reinforcement
learning. The generator’s goal is to generate summaries which
are difficult to be discriminated from real summaries. The
discriminator aims to estimate the probability that a summary
came from the training data rather than the generator to guide
the training of the generative model. This framework corresponds
to a minimax two-player game. Qualitatively and quantitatively
experimental results (human evaluations and ROUGE scores)
show that our model can generate more relevant, less repetitive,
grammatically correct, preferable by humans and is promising
in solving the abstractive text summarization task.

I. INTRODUCTION

Text summarization is the problem of generating a short,

accurate, and fluent summary of a longer text document. Text

summarization methods are either extractive or abstractive.

Abstractive approaches are more challenging rather than ex-

tractive ones since a deeper analysis of the text is required.

Abstractive methods in the area of sentence compression or

revision [1] just focused on paraphrasing the text without

taking in to account for an abstract representation for content

selection. These techniques suffer from inaccurate encoding of

long documents, and generating unnatural redundant output,

especially when generating multi-sentences summary. In such

problems attention mechanism is necessarily to prevent look-

ing at the sames parts of the input for decoding each generated

summary word.

In this paper, we propose an abstarctive text summarization

method based on generative adversarial network (GAN) to

address the limitations mentioned above to generate summaries

which are hard to discriminate from the ones written by the

human. The motivation is to generate a readable, natural sum-

mary from an input article utilizing a discriminator network

which automatically learns how human written summaries

look like. Following this motivation, we build a generative

adversarial network where we train two adversarial models:

a generator that generates the summary based on the input

article; and a discriminator network, conditioned on the input

article to predict the probability that the generated summary

is real (human generated). In the training step, the generator’s

goal is to generate a summary looking like the one written

by human to fool the discriminator and makes it to believe

that it is not machine generated. On the other hand the

discriminator’s goal is to improve it’s ability to distinguish the

machine generated summary from the real one and to provide

feedback to the generator.

GANs are proved to be very powerful in computer vision

and image generation areas since they were originally designed

to generate real-value (differentiable) data. Thus generating

discrete outputs (sequences of discrete tokens) is a challenging

task for them. This is due to the discrete nature of text making

it infeasible to propagate the gradient from the discriminator

back to the generator as in standard GAN training [2]. Fol-

lowing other researchers to solve this problem in the domain

of text generation [3] [2], translation [4], and summarization

[5] [6], we use Reinforcement Learning (RL) to train the

generator.

In summary the key contributions of this paper are as

follows: 1) To the best of our knowledge, this work is

among the first few endeavors to use the generative adver-

sarial networks in abstractive text summarization tasks, 2) We

introduced a time-decay attention mechanism to address the

repeating phrase problem, 3) The generator is modeled in a

reinforcement learning setting.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Summarization is the task of generating a summary that

contains the core information from the original text. Sum-

marization methods fall in to two prominent categories:

extraction-based [7] and abstraction-based [8]. Human written

summaries are mostly abstractive [8]. Attentional encoder-

decoder models for machine translation are very successful in

the area of abstractive text summarization [9][10]. However

these models are utilized to generate a summary for a short

input article. In [11], the generated summaries are not more

than 75 characters on the DUC-2004 dataset. Romain Paulus

et al. introduced an encoder decoder model with a novel intra

attention that attends over the input and continuously generated

output separately, and a new training method that combines
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reinforcement learning (RL) with standard supervised word

prediction methods to summarize long input text [8].

GANs are proved to be very powerful in computer vision

and image generation areas since they originally designed

to generate real-value (differentiable) data. Thus generating

discrete outputs (sequences of discrete tokens) is a challenging

task for them. This is due to the discrete nature of text making

it infeasible to propagate the gradient from the discrimina-

tor back to the generator as in standard GAN training [2].

Researchers overcame this problem by using Reinforcement

Learning (RL) to train the generator [3] [2]. Authors in [5] pro-

posed an adversarial process for abstractive text summarization

using policy gradient. Their generator and discriminator is

based on bidirectional-LSTM and CNN respectively. Hao

Xu et. al. in [6] proposed a novel adversarial reinforcement

learning architecture for Chinese text summarization. They

employed character-level model and append Text-Attention

proposed by [9] in the generator. The architecture of their

generator and discriminator is encoder-decoder LSTM and

recurrent neural network (RNN) respectively.

In this paper we propose an approach for applying gen-

erative adversarial networks in abstractive text summarization

tasks. Our summary generator is modeled as a stochastic policy

in reinforcement learning. We use a novel time-decay attention

mechanism in both encoder and decoder part of our generator

.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we present the architecture of our proposed

model in details. We interpret the summary generation process

as a reinforcement learning setting in which a sequence of

actions are taken (generating the tokens of the summary)

based on a policy regulated by the generator in a generative

adversarial network. In our work we employed the policy

gradient method following the seqGAN [3]. Our model has 2

main parts, generator and discriminator. The generator aims

to generate a summary indistinguishable from the human

summary, based on the given source article. The discriminator,

conditioned on the source article, tries to distinguish the

machine-generated summary from the human written one.

A. Generator Model

The generator regulates the policy Gθ that generates the

summary Y1:T = (y1, ..., yt, ..., yT ) given the source article

(X = x1, ..., xn) where Y is the vocabulary of candidate

tokens. Gθ is a stochastic policy. We define this policy as

follows: Gθ(yt|Y1:t−1, X). In each timestep t, it gives us the

probability of generating yt, given it’s current state (the current

produced tokens (y1, ..., yt−1) and the source article X).

1) LSTM encoder-decoder with attention mechanism: Our

generator is a LSTM encoder-decoder as in [8] [9]. The

encoder consists of a bidirectional LSTM, while the decoder

consists of a uni-directional LSTM with attention mecha-

nisms over the encoder-hidden states he
i and decoder hidden

states hd
t . he

i is defined in equation 1 as the concatenation

of the encoder’s backward and forward hidden states. The

encoder reads the input sequence X . As in standard language-

modeling, the decoder generate the tokens of the summary

Y1:T = (y1, ..., yt, ..., yT ) auto-regressively, however, it is

now conditioned on both the source input as well as what

it has been generated to that point. In order to increase

the readability of the summary and reduce the amount of

repetitions, at each decoding time step t, we use a time-decay

intra-temporal attention mechanism. This mechanism records

previous attention weights over the encoded input tokens. This

attention function helps to focus over different parts of the

encoded input sequence at different encoding time steps [12]

[9].

he
j = [h→j ][h←j ] (1)

The attention score eti for the hidden input state he
j at

decoding time step t is defined in equation 2. In this equation

f is a bilinear function as in [8].

etj = f(hd
t .h

e
j) (2)

The following time-decay temporal attention function betj is

used to penalize words that obtained high attentional scores in

the previous time steps but in a decaying manner. It is intuitive

that recent utterances should be penalized more than the least

recent ones since the recent ones should not be repeated soon.

bhetj =

t−1∑
k=1

exp(ekj .1/(t− k)) (3)

betj = exp(etj)/b
he
tj (4)

We normalize the attention score betj over the input tokens

to compute the input context vector cet (equations 5 and 6).

aetj = betj/

n∑
i=1

beti (5)

cet =

{∑n
j=1 atj .h

→
j∑n

j=1 atj .h
←
j

(6)

Apart from the intra-temporal attention mechanism on the

encoded input sequence, we define a time-decay attention

mechanism on the decoder part which considers previously

generated tokens of the summary by the decoder. In this way

we reduce the chance of generating the repeated tokens and

phrases via the decoder. The attention score dtt′ at decoding

time step t for previously generated tokens of the summary

(at previous decoding time steps t′) is defined in equation 7.

In this equation f is a bilinear function [8].

dtt′ = f(hd
t .h

d
t′) (7)

The following time-decay attention function bhdtt′ is used to

penalize the weights of the previously generated words via

decoder in a decaying manner. It’s a time-aware attention

mechanism that penalize the recent generated words more than

the least recent ones by a factor of 1/(t− t′) .
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bhdtt′ =

t−1∑
k=1

exp(dtk.1/(t− k)) (8)

adtt′ = exp(dtt′)/b
hd
tt′ (9)

At each decoding time step t, the model computes a new

decoder context vector cdt .

cdt =

t−1∑
j=1

adtj .h
d
j (10)

B. Discriminator Model

Following [13] we train a discriminator model Dφ(Y1:T |X)
to give us the probability that how likely a given summary is

real. The Dφ is trained using positive and negative examples.

The positive samples are pairs of input article and the human

generated summary from the dataset. The negative samples

are the pairs of the input article and the generated summary

by Gθ or the input article and a random selected summary

from the dataset. The discriminator provides expected end

reward for the generator. Hence the generator model is updated

by employing a policy gradient and Monto Carlo search on

the basis of the discriminator’s expected end reward. Since

Convolutional neural network [6] are proved to be success-

ful in the text classification and language processing areas,

our discriminator is based on Convolutional neural network

architecture to process the pairs of long input article and the

summary to find out if the given summary is real or not.

C. Policy Gradient training

Following [3][4], the objective of the generator is to gen-

erate a summary to maximize the cumulative total reward.

Formally it is defined as follows:

EGθ
[R] =

∑
Y1:T

Gθ(Y1:T |X).QGθ

Dφ
(Y1:T−1, X, yT ) (11)

where θ is the parameters in the generator in which we

optimize it by performing gradient ascent on EGθ
[R]. Y1:T is

the generated summary and X is the source article. QGθ

Dφ
is the

action-value function where the state is the generated summary

so far; Y1:T−1; given the source article X; and the action

is generating yT following the policy Gθ. The discriminator

provides the probability that the generated summary is real.

We consider this probability as the reward for the generator.

QGθ

Dφ
(Y1:T−1, X, yT ) = D(Y1:T , X)− b(Y1:T , X) (12)

In the above equation the b(Y1:T , X) is the baseline value

to reduce the variance of the reward. Following [4] we set

the baseline value as 0.5 (a constant) for simplicity. Based on

[3][4] the discriminator is able to produce a reward signal only

for a complete summary. Hence to estimate the action-value

for an intermediate state (incomplete summary) (Y1:t, X), we

use N-time Monte Carlo search under the policy of Gθ to

sample unknown tokens of the summary (Y1:Ti−t).

Y 1
1:T1

, ..., Y N
1:TN

= MCGθ ((Y1:t, X), N) (13)

where Ti is the length of the summary sampled by the

i'th Monte Carlo search and corresponds to the length of the

real summary of the source article in the dataset. Thus the

discriminator generates N rewards for one intermediate state

(based on N-time Monte Carlo search), the final reward of the

intermediate state is the average of those N rewards.

We re-train the discriminator after we obtained more realis-

tic summaries from the generator. Following traditional GANs

the objective function of the discriminor is as follows:

min− EX,Y ∈Pdata
[logD(X,Y )]−

EX,Y ∈Gθ
[log(1−D(X,Y ))] (14)

Each time after re-training the discriminator, we train the

generator via optimizing it’s parameters θ, by performing

gradient ascent on EGθ
[R] as follows:

∇EGθ
[R] = 1/T

T∑
t=1

Eyt∈Gθ
∇logGθ(yt|Y1:t−1, X).

QGθ

Dφ
(Y1:t−1, X, yt) (15)

D. Training strategies

We first pre-train the generator with the maximum likeli-

hood estimation. Next, we pre-train the discriminator with the

combination of the real summary and the generated summary

until the classification accuracy becomes α. Following [4] we

make the discriminator to assign a reward of 1 to the real

summaries during training the generator, which makes the

generator more stable. We use two 200-dimensional LSTMs

for the bidirectional encoder and one 400-dimensional LSTM

for the decoder. The size of the input and output vocabulary

size are 150,000 and 50,000 respectively. We used Adam

with a batch size of 100 and a learning rate of 0.002. We

set 30 for N in the Monto Carlo search, and 0.7 for the α
in the discriminator. Input word embeddings are also 100-

dimensional. The convolutional neural network consists of

three pairs of convolution, max pooling layers, one Multilayer

perceptron layer and one softmax layer, with 3 ∗ 3, 5 ∗ 5,

9∗9 convolution window sizes, 2∗2 pooling window size, 30

feature map size and 50 MLP hidden layer size.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We tested our approach on the CNN/Daily Mail dataset [14].

It consists of news stories in CNN and Daily Mail websites

paired with multi-sentence human generated abstractive sum-

maries. We followed the same pre-processing as explained

in [9]. The dataset contains 287,113 training pairs, 13,368

validation pairs and 11,490 testing pairs. Following [8] we

limited the size of the input and the output tokens to 800 and

100 respectively.
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We use the full length F1 variant of Rouge scores (ROUGE-

1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L) to quantitatively evaluate our

method. However, the most accurate way of evaluating gener-

ative models is the human judgment. Hence we conduct human

evaluation of linguistic quality of the samples from a baseline

and our method. Three different dimensions are assessed:

grammatically, relevance (how relevant is the summary to the

article and how good it digests the article), and readability

(how meaningful and understandable the summary is). For

human judgment, we randomly chose 30 samples from the

dataset. For each sample we show the original article, the

generated summary by a different model and the original

summary to 5 human judges. They score them in the range of

1 (the worst) to 10 (the best). We obtain the total score for

each dimension via averaging the scores over all the evaluators

and the samples.

Table I and Table II are shown the results based on ROUGH

scores and human judgment respectively. Based on Table I

our approach performs better than all other methods in-terms

of ROUGH-L score. As the results present, the time-decay

attention mechanism improves the ROUGH-1, ROUGH-2, and

ROUGH-L scores of our proposed model. The results of the

human evaluation are shown in Table II. Based on this table,

our approach obtained higher scores in terms of Grammatically

and Relevance compared with the other model.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS MODELS ON THE CNN/DAILY MAIL DATASET

USING FULL-LENGTH F1 VARIANTS OF ROUGE. (+: WITH; -: WITHOUT)

ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

Lead-3 ([7]) 39.2 15.7 35.5
SummaRuNNer ([7]) 39.6 16.2 35.3
words-lvt2k-temp-att ([9]) 35.46 13.30 32.65
RL +intra-attention ([8]) 41.16 15.75 39.08
ML+RL + intra-attention ([8]) 39.87 15.82 36.90
GAN ([5]) 39.92 17.65 36.71
Proposed method + attention 37.87 15.71 39.20
Proposed method - attention 34.87 14.71 33.20

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF HUMAN JUDGMENT. (+: WITH; -: WITHOUT)

Grammatically Relevance Readability

ML+RL + intra-attention ([8]) 7.1 7.71 7.21
Proposed method + attention 7.5 7.9 6.1

V. CONCLUSION

Abstractive text summarization is a challenging task in

particular when the given document is long and the generated

summary should contain multi-sentences. In this paper we

propose to use generative adversarial network in abstractive

text summarization tasks with a novel time-decay attention

mechanism. We evaluate the summaries generated by our

proposed architecture both qualitatively and quantitatively and

found that the generated summaries by our proposed model

are more relevant, less repetitive, grammatically correct and

preferable by human.
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